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Abstract. We study the control of bistability in non-contact mode AFM using time delay with modulated feed-

back gain. We consider that the tip-sample interaction force is described by Lennard-Jones potential and the

equation of motion is modeled by single degree of freedom system. Perturbation analysis is performed to obtain

the modulation equations of the slow dynamic. The influence of the modulated time delay on the nonlinear char-

acteristic of the frequency response is analyzed and the evolution of the bistability region in the modulated time

delay parameter plan is examined. Results show that modulation of the feedback gain can be used to reduce the

amplitude of the microcanteliver response and to suppress the bistability regime in large region of the modulated

delay parameter space. The analytical predictions are compared to numerical simulations for validation.

1 Introduction

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is used to provide hight-
resolution surface topography at the atomic and molecular
level. The dynamic of AFM basically depends on the in-
teraction of a microcantilever with surface forces through
a surface-tip interaction potential. This interaction prop-
erty between the tip and the sample is exploited for mate-
rial characterization and quantitative measurements of sur-
face mechanical properties. One of the performance modes
of AFM operation is the non-contact mode for which the
probe operates in the attractive force region while remains
separated from the sample without affecting it. In this con-
text, the tip-sample interaction is minimized such that its
dynamic is influenced by particular interaction forces. For
instance, in non-contact mode the forces produced by the
tip on the sample decrease so that inconveniences encoun-
tered in contact-mode are avoided. In most situations, such
interactions cause the tip to oscillate vertically at a low am-
plitude with low (attractive) force offering advantages for
characterization of soft samples [1]. Indeed, while repul-
sive interactions produce hardening effect to the response
[2,3] leading the tip oscillation to switch from a purely
non-contact to tapping mode, attractive forces lead to soft-
ening behavior [4] causing bistability in the system (hys-
teresis) during frequency sweep. This bistable regime caus-
es in general discontinuous transition of imaging character-
istics which is a serious inconvenient when scanning soft
matter. To avoid this undesirable phenomenon, it is neces-
sary to develop strategies for controlling and suppressing
the bistable regime.

The dynamic of a microcantilever-tip-sample interac-
tion in non-contact mode has been studied by many au-
thors, see for instance [5,6]. Ruetzel et al. [7] applied the
Gakerkin method to truncate atomic force microscope sub-
jected to tip-surface interaction described by the Lennard-
Jones potentials and calculated numerically periodic and
chaotic behaviors.

On the other hand, several studies were conducted to
control microcantilevers in dynamic force microscopy us-
ing time delayed feedback [8], or to eliminate chaotic mo-
tions in tapping mode AFM [9] or to control quality factor
in dynamic force microscopy [10]. Experimental and the-
oretical studies were conducted by Alsaleem and Younis
[11,12] to analyze stabilization of capacitive MEMS res-
onator using a delayed velocity feedback controller. They
showed that such a controller stabilizes MEMS resonators
and enhances the stability near the pull-in band.

Using time delayed feedback to control the stability in
AFM has also been considered in [13] demonstrating the
experimental stabilization of cantilever oscillations. Mo-
tivated by this experimental investigation on controlling
chaotic response in AFM using time delay, the present pa-
per deals with the control of bistability in non-contact mode
AFM near primary resonance using time delay. We assume
that the system is under Lennard-Jones forces and we con-
sider a lumped single degree of freedom model describing
weakly nonlinear responses of the system. According to
[13], the time-delayed feedback controller is introduced in
velocity such that the control input is given by the error
between the current output and the retarded one [14]. The
main purpose here is the control of bistability using time
delay with modulated feedback gain having a frequency
higher than the naturel frequency and the frequency of the
external excitation of the microcantilever.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the equation of motion under Lennard-Jones forces in the
presence of time-delayed feedback. The method of direct
partition of motion (DPM) is applied to drive the main
equation governing the slow dynamic of the system. In
Section 3 we perform the method of multiple scales (MMS)
on the slow dynamic to obtain the amplitude-phase mod-
ulation equations near primary resonance. Results of pa-
rameters effect on the frequency response are reported and
discussed. Section 4 concludes the work.
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2 Model and slow dynamic equation

Considering the first mode of vibration in the AFM dy-
namic, the microcantilever tip motion can be modeled by
a lumped single degree of freedom system, as shown in
Fig. 1. If we assume that the microcantilever is subjected
to a harmonic base excitation d(t) = F sin(Ω1t) and under
time-delayed feedback, the equation of motion of the mi-
crocantilever tip can be represented in the following form

mẍ + c0(ẋ − ḋ) + k0(x − d) = fLJ + (G∗
0

+G∗
1cosΩ2t)[ẋ(t − τ∗d) − ẋ(t)] (1)

where x is the cantilever tip displacement relative to the

Fig. 1. The equivalent lumped-parameters model of the AFM mi-

crocantilever.

fixed base frame, m, c0, and k0 denote, respectively, the
cantilever tip mass, damping and spring stiffness coeffi-
cients, and fLJ denotes Lennard-Jones attraction/repulsion
force (AFM tip-sample surface interaction force) for lumped
parameters model defined explicitly by [7]

fLJ =
A2R

6(z0 − x)2
− A1R

180(z0 − x)8
(2)

where z0 is the distance from the fixed base frame coor-
dinate to the sample in the absence of any interaction be-
tween the tip and the sample, A1, A2 are the Hamaker con-
stants for the repulsive and attractive potentials, respec-
tively, and R represents the cantilever tip radius. The co-
efficients G∗

0, G∗
1 are the unmodulated and the modulated

gains, respectively, τ∗d the time delay and Ω2 is the fre-
quency of the modulated gain. The displacement x is de-
fined by considering the static problem as x = zs + X and
the quantity z∗ = z0−zs as the equilibrium gap between the
tip and the sample, where zs is the static position and X is
the displacement from the static position.
In order to facilitate the system identification, it is useful to
normalize Eq. (1) using the following dimensionless vari-

ables: u = X
z∗ , τ = ω0t, τd = ω0τ

∗
d, ω2

0 =
k0

m , ω = Ω1

ω0
,

Ω = Ω2

ω0
, c = c0

mω0
, G0 =

G∗
0

mω0
, G1 =

G∗
1

mω0
and f = F

z∗ .

Expanding the Lennard-Jones force around the equi-
librium position using the Taylor series expansion, the di-
mensionless equation of motion takes the form

ü + ω2
1u + cu̇ + β2u2 + β3u3 = f sinωτ + cω f cosωτ

+(G0 +G1 cosΩτ)[u̇(τ − τd) − u̇(τ)] (3)

where ω2
1 = 1 + β1, β1 = 8α − 2β, β2 = 36α − 3β, β3 =

120α − 4β with α = A1R
180mω2

0
z∗9 and β = A2R

6mω2
0
z∗3 .

Equation (3) includes a slow dynamic due to the excita-
tion modelled as base harmonic motion and a fast dynamic
produced by the frequency of the time-delayed feedback
modulation Ω supposed larger than the natural and the ex-
ternal frequencies, ω1 and ω, respectively.

To analyze the effect of the time-delayed feedback mod-
ulation on the frequency response of the slow dynamic (3),
we use the method of DPM [15,16]. Averaging procedure
gives the following equation governing the slow dynamic
of the motion

D2
1z + cD1z + ω2

1z + β2z2 + β3z3 −G0[D1z(T1 − τd)

−D1z(T1)] + (λ1 + λ2z)[D2
1z + D2

1z(T1 − τd)

−2D1z(T1)D1z(T1 − τd)] + λ3[D1z(T1 − 2τd)

−D1z(T1 − τd)] − λ4D2
1z(T1 − τd) + λ5D2

1z(T1 − 2τd)

f sinωτ + cω f cosωτ (4)

where λ1 =
β2G2

1

2Ω4 , λ2 =
3β3G2

1

2Ω4 , λ3 =
G2

1

2Ω
sinΩτd, λ4 =

G2
1

2Ω2 +
G2

1

2Ω2 cosΩτd and λ5 =
G2

1

2Ω2 cosΩτd.

3 Frequency response analysis

To study the dynamics of the microcantilever in the non-
contact mode, we approximate the frequency-response curve
of the slow dynamic near the primary resonance using the
MMS [17,18] and we examine the effect of modulated
time-delayed feedback on the frequency response.

We perform the MMS to derive the modulation equa-
tions of amplitude and phase. Equilibria of these modula-
tion equations corresponding to periodic response of the
cantilever, are determined and analyzed.

The analysis of different regimes of the dynamic re-
sponse of the tip-sample system is investigated for a repre-
sentative case: the interaction of soft monocrystalline sil-
icon microcantilever with the (111) reactive face of a flat
silicon sample. The properties of the cantilever and inter-
action properties with respective samples are taken from
[7], k = 0.11N.m−1, R = 150nm, ω0 = 74129.12rad.s−1,
Q = 100, A1 = 1.3596 × 10−70Jm6, A2 = 1.865 × 10−19J,
and f = 0.008.

Figure 2 shows the amplitude-frequency response in
the absence of the feedback gains (G0 = 0 and G1 = 0) for
decreasing the gap between the tip and the sample z∗. The
solid lines correspond to stable branches while the dashed
line corresponds to the unstable one. The plots depict that
as the gap between the tip and the sample is increased, the
softening nonlinear response shifts toward higher frequen-
cies.

Next we study the effect of time delay on the dynamic
of non-contact mode AFM near the primary resonance in
the case where the time delay has unmodulated gain only
(G0 � 0, G1 = 0). We chose the parameters c = 0.01, z∗ =
7nm and we analyze the frequency response for different
values of G0 and τd.

Figure 3 illustrates the frequency response versus ex-
ternal frequency ω for different values of the gain G0. An-
alytical approximations (solid (dashed) lines correspond
to stable (unstable) solutions) are compared to numerical
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Fig. 2. Frequency response for G0 = 0, G1 = 0 and for different

values of the gap z∗; (a) z∗ = 6nm, (b) z∗ = 10nm.
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Fig. 3. Frequency response for Ω = 4, τd = 0.5 and G1 = 0;

(a) G0 = 0, (b) G0 = 0.25. Solid lines: analytical approximation;

circle: numerical simulation.

simulations (circles). It can be seen that increasing the gain
G0 causes a decrease in the amplitude and suppression of
bistability.

The effect of the modulated feedback gain G1 on the
dynamic of non-contact mode AFM near the primary res-
onance is shown in Fig. 4 for a given value of G0 and τd.
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Fig. 4. Frequency response for G0 = 0.1, τd = 0.6 and for differ-

ent values of the gain G1

Fig. 5. Bifurcation curves of periodic solutions in the plane ( f , ω)

for f = 0.008, Ω = 4 and G0 = 0.

It can be seen that G1 also contributes to a decrease in the
amplitude and to the bistability suppression.

To determine the bifurcation curves delimiting the re-
gion where bistability occurs, we examine the roots of the
amplitude-frequency response equation corresponding to
periodic solutions of Eq. (4). This equation has one or three
real solutions depending on the sign of its discriminant Δ.
The loci of the bifurcation curves separating the existence
domain of the stationary solutions are given by the con-
dition Δ = 0 and are plotted in Fig. 5. The plot shows
the bifurcation boundaries in the parameter plane ( f , ω)
for two different values of G1 (G1 = 0 for dashed lines
and G1 = 0.4 for solid lines). In the regions between the
boundaries (Δ < 0) three solutions exist, two stable and one
unstable, while only one stable solution exists outside the
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boundaries (Δ > 0). The stability analysis has been done
using the Jacobian of the slow flow system. It can be seen
from this figure that as the amplitude G1 is increased, the
domain of the bistability decreases significanly.

4 Conclusions

The effect of unmodulated and modulated gains on the fre-
quency response of a non-contact mode AFM was studied
in this work. A lumped single degree of freedom system
modelling the cantilever dynamics of non-contact mode
AFM was considered and emphasis was placed on the case
when the AFM is driven near its primary resonance. The
interaction force was assumed to be described by the Lenn-
ard-Jones model and the external harmonic force was de-
rived from the base excitation of the microcantilever. The
technique of direct separation of motion as well as the mul-
tiple scales technique were used to determine the nonlinear
frequency response of the slow dynamic near the funda-
mental resonance.

The main results of this work is that the bistability
regime in non-contact mode AFM can be controlled by
the modulated and the unmodulated feedback gains. This
result may contribute to tune the amplitude of the tip re-
sponse at a stable required level in order to enhance the
performance in the scanning operation in term of measur-
ing forces involved in the operation.
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